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 The six-equation two-fluid two-phase model is a prevalent tool used to estimate the 
behavior of nuclear thermal hydraulic systems. This model requires use of closure relations, which 
have been developed over decades to provide greater accuracy and reliability to the simulations 
that utilize this model. Experimental work has been vital to the development of accurate closure 
relations. Fast transients can be particularly difficult to model, so experimental datasets are 
important for developing closure relations that apply to these scenarios. Previously, experiments 
like the Edwards pipe experiment (ISL, 2010) and the pipe experiment by Takeda and Toda 
(Takeda and Toda, 1971) have been instrumental to improving the modelling of transients. 
In this work, state-of-the-art measurement techniques and particle image velocimetry (PIV) 
are utilized to demonstrate the ability to record high fidelity measurements around an air-water 
interface during a fast pressure transient. Previously, it has not been possible to take high fidelity 
measurements for such an experiment due to the rapid measurement rate and accuracy required as 
well as the inability to take measurements directly on either side of a phase interface. By setting 
the phase interface in a glass viewport with piezoresistive pressure transducers on either side, 
pressure can be measured accurately at the rapid rate required, the water level can be tracked, and 
phase velocities on either side of the interface can be measured. The two experiments described in 
this thesis, a blowdown and a pressure surge, are designed to create a fast pressure transient 
wherein the interfacial behavior between the two fluids can be measured reliably. These 
measurements are compared against a RELAP5 simulation to support the validity of the methods 
described in this work. Both experiments produce high fidelity measurements that match the 
expected behavior. The pressure measurements from either side of the interface change 
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concurrently with the movement of the phase interface and accurately capture dynamic pressure 
behavior during flow reversals. The PIV measurements show the phase velocities on either side of 
the interface match closely, as expected, and demonstrates the ability to perform PIV 
measurements on two distinct fluids from a single high-speed video. The blowdown experiment 
shows that pressure data align well with expected behavior predicted via RELAP5 simulation. 
With the pressure surge experiment, a slower variation showed good agreement with the 
simulation while faster cases resulted in significant instabilities in the simulation, showing that 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Best-estimate analysis codes used in nuclear thermal hydraulics use a six-equation two-phase, 
two-fluid model. This formulation is based upon the three conservation equations (mass, 
momentum, and energy) for both phases (gas and liquid) that may include non-condensable gas. 
These system codes are used to analyze many aspects of thermal hydraulic systems both in the 
nuclear industry and beyond. Accurately modeling many types of transient conditions is of 
paramount importance for the safety analysis of thermal hydraulic systems through system code 
simulations. 
With higher fidelity measurements of fast pressure transients than previously reported, it is 
expected that future efforts in modeling and simulating pressure transients will have additional 
useful data to work with. Using such data, state-of-the-art system codes may accurately capture 
nuanced behavior of fast pressure transients. Such high-fidelity measurements of an air-water 
interface under fast pressure transients are not yet available, however, so the experiments described 
in this thesis are meant to not only provide a unique dataset but to also act as a proof of concept 
for similar experiments to come. 
 
1.1. CURRENT STATE 
Thermal hydraulic system codes both in use, like RELAP5, and in development, like RELAP7 
and SAM, rely on the mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations (ISL, 2010; Berry et 
al, 2014; Hu, 2017). Modelling a system with these conservation equations requires additional 
closure relations. Experimental datasets are a key resource in developing the closure relations used 




currently solved for with a series of well-documented assumptions without much experimental 
data.  
In many formulations like that used by RELAP5, the system of equations is solved by 
assuming that the pressures of the two fluids are in equilibrium (Dinh et al, 2003; Barry, 2013). 
Under this assumption, the pressures of both phases and their interface are forced to be equal. This 
assumption has been effective for its simplicity and its decades of use within RELAP5 can vouch 
for its usefulness, however it has left scientists and mathematicians alike unsatisfied. It is well-
documented that the resulting system of equations has complex eigenvalues (Dinh et al, 2003; 
Koszela, 2002; Stewart and Wendroff, 1984) except when representing inviscid flows in which 
both phases have the same velocity (Koszela, 2002). Further unphysical behavior is assumed in 
the model to compensate for the pressure equilibrium assumption, such as modeling unrealistic 
viscosities (Berry et al, 2013; ISL, 2010). 
In nuclear systems, accurate representation of phase boundaries is important to system code 
developers’ ambitions to model accurately the effects of boiling and flashing flows (Berry et al, 
2013). While modeling the separate pressures across the surface of individual bubbles is clearly 
outside the scope of a one-dimensional system code like RELAP5, accounting for this behavior 
improves the accuracy of one-dimensional analysis. One school of thought holds that one-
dimensional treatment of interfacial area transport through the introduction of an interfacial area 
transport equation would greatly improve the accuracy of system codes’ modeling of boiling and 
flashing flows (Park et al, 2007). This requires accounting for separate phase pressures which is 
done through closure relations based on a mechanical force balance. 
While this work does not aim to address ill-posedness or propose a model for representing 




resource for future work in these important areas. Pressure transients are of particular interest in 
nuclear engineering for safety reasons, as a sudden loss of pressure may result in flashing cooling 
water and ultimately a loss of coolant. Small scale effects, such as from leaking through small 
cracks (Ghosh and Saha, 2015; Frisani and Hassan, 2008) as well as larger-scale effects such as 
from a sudden pipe opening (Takeda and Toda, 1979; Carlson et al, 1980) may see an improvement 
in their modeling as understanding around pressure transients continues to be improved. 
 
1.2. EXISTING WORK 
Blowdown experiments have been useful for RELAP5 validation. One widely-referenced 
example is the Edwards pipe experiment, which is used as part of the verification of RELAP5 
(Edwards and O’Brien, 1970; Carlson et al, 1980; ISL, 2010). In the Edwards pipe experiment, a 
horizontally oriented pipe is filled with water, heated, and pressurized. The pipe is 4.096 m long 
with an inner diameter of 73 mm and fitted with seven pressure gauges and temperature transducers 
along the pipe length. Local void fraction is measured by water density sensors. The blowdown is 
initiated with the breaking of a glass rupture disc at one end of the pipe. This results in an opening 
time of approximately 1ms. Break flow area is reduced by about 13%, which has been attributed 
to a small piece of the rupture disk remaining. The pipe pressure and temperature are initially set 
to 7 MPa and 502 K. This blowdown caused a release of fluid and generation of vapor as the 
pressure rapidly dropped. Experimental results show that in the first couple of milliseconds, the 
pressure drops from 7 MPa to about 3 MPa. After this sudden drop, the pressure drop slows as it 
continues toward ambient pressure. As one would expect, since the initial temperature of the water 
is above the boiling point at atmospheric pressure, this blowdown involves the generation of a 




to RELAP5’s viability as a safety analysis code, such as the choked flow model (Carlson et al, 
1980).  
The Edwards pipe experiment involves the creation of a fast pressure transient similar to the 
type of experiments performed in this work. Like the blowdown and pressure surge experiments, 
the Edwards pipe experiment involves the rapid measurement of pressures along a pipe undergoing 
a pressure transient. Unlike the blowdown and pressure surge experiments of this thesis, the 
Edwards pipe experiment involves high temperatures and flashing, so the void fraction is 
measured. The blowdown and pressure surge experiments are not heated and focus on an interface 
between water and non-condensable gas. Additionally, this work uses PIV which was not 
implemented and would not be a reasonable addition in the Edwards pipe experiment. Finally, the 
Edwards pipe experiment was conducted at a significantly higher pressure as it was not limited by 
the pressure limits of viewports or windows. 
The Takeda pipe experiment (Takeda and Toda, 1979) is like the blowdown experiment 
presented in this work in that it includes two phases from the start and is vertically oriented. This 
experiment enforces a linear temperature gradient on the pipe contents, with the higher 
temperatures closer to the rupturing end, and measures pressure via six pressure transducers. The 
pipe itself is 3.2 m long with a 53.5 mm diameter. A 15 mm opening at the top of the orifice is 
mounted with a 0.03-0.75 mm thick myler paper to act as a rupture plate. The linear temperature 
distribution is enforced by electrical heaters with winding pitches. The placement of the pressure 
measuring terminals allows for pressure to be measured on either side of a 13 cm window. This 
window allows for observation of the fluid during the experiment to be recorded by a high-speed 
camera. During blowdown, it was shown that the reflection surface formed at the top of the pipe 




explain the phenomena observed (Takeda and Toda, 1979). The results of the Takeda and Toda’s 
results showed that the thermal equilibrium model followed similar trends as were observed but 
were non-conservative in their inaccuracy; a higher pressure was predicted during the blowdown 
than was measured. The experiment resulted in large pressure oscillation in the low temperature 
region of the system when there was a larger temperature gradient and so was attributed to the 
large temperature gradient. Takeda and Toda also managed to measure the location of the 
reflection surface by the measurement of oscillatory pressure behavior and a calculation of the 
pressure curve. The reflection surface was confirmed to coincide with the vapor-liquid interface.  
The pipe experiment by Takeda and Toda inspires some of the methodology used in this work. 
Their use of a window for observing a phase interface and placing fast-acting pressure transducers 
on either side is expanded upon in these experiments by using a fully cylindrical viewport rather 
than a window and implementing PIV to take detailed measurements of the interfacial behavior in 
addition to tracking the interface position. While the Takeda pipe experiment succeeded in 
showing high fidelity pressure measurements taken during a fast transient, the blowdown and 
pressure surge experiments described in this thesis aim to take that concept further by taking high 
fidelity measurements of the differential pressure across a small region containing an air-water 
interface. 
Another blowdown experiment by Winters and Merte was done with the intention of 
measuring data relevant to phase equilibrium. The facility used in this experiment is centered on a 
5.33 cm inner diameter stainless steel horizontal pipe test section. Different lengths of pipes were 
used for different trials. This test section was fitted with four Kistler piezoelectric pressure 
transducers and a calibrated static pressure gauge. The system was pressurized by a vessel with a 




used to directly observe vapor phase growth through a window at the closed end of the pipe and 
the open end. This experiment resulted in nonequilibrium behavior that had been observed in 
previous studies with water. There was a greater departure from phase equilibrium behavior with 
higher initial fluid temperatures (Winters and Merte, 1979). 
The experiments by Winters and Merte reinforce certain principles used in this work but to 
different ends. The apparatus was also similar to the facility used in this work; a pressure vessel 
with a nitrogen gas space was used to pressurize a pipe system to about 10 kPa before then being 
opened for blowdown. The work by Winters and Merte used a horizontal test section and R-12 
which was allowed to flash. Many pipe blowdown experiments take particular interest in flashing 
and track phase boundaries to gain insight regarding that phenomena. This thesis is a clear 
departure from most previous work due to the implementation of PIV and the nature of the interest 
in the phase interface. 
A pipe blowdown experiment performed by Laine et al. (2013) at the Lappeenranta University 
of Technology Nuclear Safety Research did utilize PIV in the blowdown section. The facility they 
used was significantly different from that used in these experiments due to the focus being on the 
temperature behavior around an interface during blowdown. Laine et al. used a 7.45 m tall, 2.4 m 
diameter test vessel containing dry and wet well sections as well as an intermediate floor. The 
214.1 mm diameter test pipe was off-center and axially oriented inside the test vessel. Three 
circular viewports on the exterior allowed for observation. The pressure vessel gas space was 
connected to a steam generator. The facility was outfitted with thermocouples and pressure 
transducers throughout the vessel and blowdown pipe as well as a flowmeter in the steam line. PIV 
in this experiment used a high-speed camera but no laser. This allowed the steam-water interface 




particles, though this was still described as PIV. While the work by Laine et al. characterized the 
temperature behavior during a relatively slow transient occurring over several minutes, this thesis 
applies similar concepts in addition to a more involved PIV methodology to take similarly detailed, 
high-fidelity measurements of pressure behavior during a much faster transient. 
In a similar experiment to the pressure surge experiment of this work, a cold water hammer 
test facility (CWHTF) consisting of a pressure vessel, surge line, and vertical pipe was compared 
against RELAP5. The cold water hammer experiment was performed by Forschungzentrum 
Rossendorf in a facility of notable similarities to the one used in this work, minus a few key 
features. The CWHTF consisted of a pressure vessel joined at its nadir by a 90° bend to a horizontal 
pipe. Within this horizontal pipe, there was a rapid opening valve. At the end, the horizontal pipe 
was joined by another 90° bend to a vertical pipe. The inner pipe diameter was 207 mm and the 
total length of the pipeline was about 3 meters. Compressed air lines were connected to both the 
pressure vessel and the top of the pipeline. The primary differences between the CWHTF and the 
facility used in this thesis for a pressure surge experiment is that the CWHTF pipeline was 
considerably shorter, the pipeline was connected to a vacuum pump to allow for a gas space 
consisting entirely of condensable gas, and there was no PIV or other visual method for gathering 
data. The CWHTF was designed to create a water hammer (Giot, 2000), which would not be 
handled well by the facility used in this thesis. The result of this experiment showed that RELAP5 
overpredicted the magnitude of the pressure spikes and was off in simulating the frequency of 
pressure spikes in the longer-term transient (Kaliatka and Vaisnoras, 2005). This differed from the 
experiment in this paper in that phase change occurs at the boundary during the transient and the 
pressure spikes are of much greater magnitude because the surging water condenses the gas space 




surge experiments in this thesis should be qualitatively similar to the comparison shown by 
Kaliatka and Vaisnoras, but with more information available for comparing phases. 
There have also been modeling efforts around rapid pressure transients. In single-phase 
systems, rapid pressure loss and rise can be studied simultaneously by modeling an air shock tube. 
It has been shown that RELAP5 can accurately model propagation of both the pressure wave and 
rarefaction wave with a slight numerical instability creating an oscillation in the pressure wave 
(Lafferty et al, 2010). This particular modeling effort by Lafferty et al. took particular interest in 
these oscillations in pressure waves and referenced the Takeda pipe experiment as well. It was 
found that with the development of new models since the time of the Takeda pipe experiment, 
which was compared against the thermal equilibrium model, simulations now represent the data 
well and are conservative in their inaccuracy. Studies like this show that rapid pressure transient 
experiments are useful for the continued development of best estimate analysis codes. 
The studies discussed above show that rapid pressure transients can be measured and 
compared against current models. The existing work also shows that there is room to produce still 
more detailed datasets to include higher fidelity measurements across a phase interface. 
 
1.3. OBJECTIVES 
The experiments conducted in this work are meant to use the classic premise of a pipe 
blowdown experiment as well as a pressure surge similar to a cold water hammer experiment to 
inform state-of-the-art developments in the field of thermal hydraulic system code development. 
The experiment acts as a proof of concept for a new method of collecting data at an air-water 




that unexpected behavior may be observed at and directly across a phase boundary under a fast 
enough pressure transient. By initiating a fast pressure transient while taking high fidelity 
measurements, this behavior should be able to be characterized and accounted for in future 
modeling efforts and future experiments. 
The emphasis of this work is on taking high fidelity measurements at an air-water interface 
during a fast pressure transient. The primary measurements of interest are the pressures on either 
side of the interface and the average velocities of either phase as well as the movement of the 
interface between them. By taking accurate enough measurements, the pressure difference across 
the interface should be measurable with high fidelity. The datasets provided by these experiments 
are compiled with the intention of informing the modelling of fast pressure transients while also 




CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 
 
This experiment was designed with the intention of creating a fast transient on the order of 
acoustic wave propagation speed during which measurements and observations could be made 
simultaneously on either side of an air-water interface. Visibility, high frequency measurement, 
and ability to change pressure quickly were therefore determined to be of the utmost importance. 
It was determined that one facility design could satisfy these conditions for two different proposed 
experiments, a depressurization experiment (blowdown) and a pressurization experiment (pressure 
surge). 
 
2.1. FACILITY DESIGN 
The bulk of the facility consists of a large pressure vessel, a surge line, and a long, vertical 
test pipe. There is a glass viewport toward the end of the vertical test pipe, allowing observation 
and quantitative analysis of interfacial phenomena. On the top of the pressure vessel, there is a 
three-way, pneumatically-actuated coaxial valve. At the bottom of the pressure vessel, there is a 
manually operated ball valve. A pressurized nitrogen cylinder is connected to a series of tees, each 
connected to an isolation valve, that allows nitrogen gas flow to the pressure vessel through the 
three-way valve via a 1/2" tube or gas flow to the top of the test pipe via a 1/4" tube. The facility 











Figure 2  CAD Representation of facility 
 
2.1.1. Pressure Vessel 
The pressure vessel is used to control the pressure of the entire system and serves an 
important role in initiating the transient for both the blow-down and water-surge experiments. The 
vessel is a 48” tall, 40” diameter stainless steel cylinder with spherical cap ends and a clear, plastic 










approximately 300 gallons, 99% of the volume contained by the system. The top flange has 2 
penetrations, one for the afore-mentioned three-way valve (V1) and another for a brass safety relief 
valve. A penetration on the side allows the tank to be filled with deionized (DI) water. The bottom 
of the pressure vessel is connected to a flanged 4” to 1.5” reducer which leads to the ball valve 
mentioned previously. 
2.1.2. Surge Line and Test Pipe 
The surge line and test pipe are both 1.5” diameter stainless steel pipes. The surge line is 
schedule 40, 5 feet long, and oriented horizontally. The surge line is connected to the ball valve 
beneath the pressure vessel (V2) and to the vertical test pipe by identical 1.5” diameter long 
elbows. The surge line is not a continuous pipe component, it consists of 2’ and a 3’-long pipes 
connected by flanges to a magnetic flow meter. A 1/4 NPT half coupling with 1/8” through-hole 
is located on the bottom the surge line pipe, allowing the facility to be completely drained. 
 The vertical test pipe is schedule 80 and supported by a steel H-beam. There are M6 
penetrations at 3 positions along the pipe and on the flanges on either side of the viewport for the 
pressure transducers. The viewport is located 6’ from the top of the pipe, is 4” long, and is made 
from fused quartz. The viewport cannot exceed a pressure of 150 psi (1034 kPa) which limits the 
pressures that may be tested, preventing faster, more ambitious pressure surge transients. Custom 
flanges are used to connect the bottom and top sections of the vertical test pipe to the viewport. 
These custom flanges are machined for the purpose of creating a smooth flow area to minimize 
disturbances close to the viewport where measurements are of the most interest. A blind flange 
caps the test pipe but has two penetrations, one for a safety relief valve and another leading to a 
tee that allows fine control of initial gas-space pressure. One end of the tee connects to the 




isolation valve through another 1/4" stainless steel tube. This small valve allows the operator to 
release small amounts of pressure in order to set the water level in the viewport. The small valve 
is connected to plastic tubing which leads to plastic container which allows fog to enter the gas 
space of the viewport, which will be discussed in more depth in section 2.2.4. 
2.1.3. Valves 
This facility uses valves for the control of several aspects of the experiment. At the top of the 
pressure vessel, there is a three-way pneumatic coaxial valve which allows the system to either 
hold pressure or blowdown, designated V1 in Figure 1. Pneumatic coaxial valves consist of a 
movable, hollow tube confined within a larger structure. The one-inch diameter hollow tube allows 
air flow to be directed from one constantly connected port, in this case the port connected to the 
pressure vessel, and one of two outlet ports, in this case either the pressurized line or an opening 
to the room. The valve fails open to the blowdown position, so there is an additional ball valve 
attached to the outlet which can be closed when blowdown is not desirable under any circumstance, 
such as during the pressure surge experiment or when the facility is not in use. V1 shifts to the 
closed position when a 120VAC signal is sent to an attached solenoid, allowing a 60 psi line of 
compressed air to shift the hollow tube within the valve, which closes off the outlet of the open 
position while opening up the outlet of the closed position. This shift takes 70 ms while the spring 
return to the open position takes 50 ms (Assured Automation). 
 Beneath the pressure vessel, there is a manually operated ball valve, designated V2. V2 
allows the pressure vessel to be isolated from the rest of the system. While the pressure vessel may 
be isolated from the rest of the system, it also may be quickly reconnected to the rest of the system. 
This functionality is not useful for the blowdown experiment, which requires that V2 remain open, 




 There are two more ball valves, V3 and V4, connected to the pressurized nitrogen 
cylinders. V3 connects the nitrogen cylinders to the pressure vessel via a 1/2” stainless steel tube 
while V4 connects the nitrogen cylinders to the top of the test pipe via a 1/4” stainless steel tube. 
When the nitrogen cylinder is open, valves V3 and V4 allow pressurization in either the pressure 
vessel or test pipe gas space respectively. Alternatively, with the nitrogen cylinder closed, both 
valves can be open to connect the two gas spaces. This functionality allows the water level to be 
lowered without releasing nitrogen from the system. Adjacent to the pressure regulator, there is 
also a globe valve which can be opened to relieve pressure from either gas space in a more 
controlled manner than opening the tank. 
 On top of the test pipe, another 1/4" line is connected to a small, quarter-turn isolation 
valve, designated V5. V5 also allows pressure relief from the test pipe gas space but is located 
where an experimenter may relieve small amounts of pressure at a time in order to set the water 
level at the desired position in the viewport. 
 
2.2. INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS 
This facility is designed to measure the pressure, flowrate, and individual phase velocities 
during a rapid pressure transient. Due to the short duration of the experiment, high frequency 
measurement is of the utmost importance. To achieve such fast measurements, automation is used 
in tandem with specialized equipment to provide many data points on an order of the acoustic 
wave propagation speed. Piezoresistive pressure transducers and a high-speed camera are well-
suited to taking the desired measurements at the required speed. In addition to the high-speed 
measurements, the flowrate is also measured in the surge line by the comparatively slow acting 




interface, it is measured to gauge the reliability of other aspects of this work. The average fluid 
velocities calculated by PIV should be on a similar order to the earliest measurements recorded 
with the flowmeter. The longer-term flow behavior provides a useful metric for building 
confidence in the appropriateness of the RELAP5 model used to compare against other data in the 
experiments. 
2.2.1. Piezoresistive Pressure Transducers 
The rapid pressure measurement required for these experiments is allowed by 
piezoresistive pressure transducers. Piezoresistive pressure transducers work by utilizing a 
material with an electrical resistance that varies linearly under action of an external physical force. 
This change occurs rapidly enough in the Kistler Type 4080B-010-FL1 transducers used in this 
experiment that measurements can be easily taken at 4000 samples/s by measuring the rapidly 
responsive voltage output of the instrument. The total error band reported by the manufacturer is 
±0.2 kPa. 
 Six piezoresistive pressure transducers are used throughout the system, one in the pressure 
vessel and five along the length of the test pipe. While these are all used to characterize what is 
happening in the system, the most important are the transducers placed directly on either side of 
the viewport. Currently, there is no way to measure the pressure directly on either side of the 
moving interface at the sampling rate that would be needed, but the transducer on either side of 
the viewport is as close as can be achieved. This placement is close enough to the interface with 





 Each transducer is connected via a single lead voltage output to an NI 9202 data acquisition 
(DAQ) device. With the calibration information provided by Kistler for each transducer, it is a 
simple mathematical step in the LabVIEW VI to convert the voltages to pressures. 
2.2.2. Magnetic Flow Meter 
The magnetic flow meter in the surge line allows the flowrate of water to be measured 
without disturbing the flow. In designing the experiment, it was considered vital not to introduce 
any obstruction in the path of flow within the surge line as this may have an impact on pressure 
wave propagation. The magnetic flowmeter works by measuring the induced electrical field 
resulting from an electrically conductive fluid passing through an applied magnetic field. This 
measurement is not affected by temperature, pressure, density, or viscosity and is considered 
appropriate for use with water (Siemens, 2013). Deionized water is not a good enough conductor, 
so ammonium hydroxide and morpholine are added until the conductivity is greater than 10 
μS/mL. The uncertainty of the flowmeter is dependent on the flowrate. In these experiments, the 
uncertainty ranges from approximately 0.5% to 3.0%, with lower flowrates being more uncertain. 
The flow meter measurements are also limited by their comparatively slow sample rate of 15 Hz. 
2.2.3. NI LabVIEW 
Measured data from the pressure transducers and flowmeter are recorded via National 
Instruments’ LabVIEW software. LabVIEW is a visual programming language that allows for easy 
interaction between the DAQ devices and a computer. In LabVIEW, the sample rate is set, 
conversions from voltage or current to the desired units of measure are implemented as data are 
recorded, data files are created and saved, and the three-way valve is controlled via a NI 9482 




2.2.4. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 
PIV is a technique for characterizing behavior in fluids wherein individual particles are 
tracked visually in time. This allows characterization of velocity behavior at different points. 
Individual particles of a fluid cannot be tracked, however, so fluids must be seeded with particles 
that can be illuminated. During an experiment, these particles can be recorded by a high-speed 
camera. With these images and knowing the length scale of the picture and the framerate at which 
it is recorded, velocities of individual particles can be determined at each point in time. This 
analysis is typically done with a specialized computer software. 
 For this experiment, PIV offers unique opportunities for characterizing the behavior of the 
fluids on either side of an interface during a rapid transient. No flowmeter could measure velocities 
directly across an air-water interface, but with PIV these velocities can be calculated based on 
direct observations of the particle movements. 
The PIV setup for this experiment required seven important materials: the glass viewport 
(a fused-quartz, fullview sight flow indicator provided by Pressure Products Company LLC), 
DantecDynamics 50 micron polyamide particles, a Rosco Mini-V fog machine, a RayPower 5000 
laser with light sheet base module (5W laser sheet), a Mini AX 100 high-speed camera, Photron 
Fastcam Viewer 3 (PFV) software, and DantecDynamicStudio PIV analysis software with 2D PIV 
add-on package. 
 The laser is first setup so that the laser sheet is vertically oriented and passes through the 
viewport along a diameter. The laser focus should be adjusted so that the laser light crosses normal 
to the surface of the glass viewport. This step is non-trivial, as the small diameter of the viewport 




normal to the surface. The high-speed camera should then be positioned so that it is focused on the 
middle of the viewport width-wise and faces perpendicular to the direction of the laser light. 
 
Figure 3  Photo of laser sheet aligned on all-fog viewport 
 
2.3. METHODS 
2.3.1. Preparing Facility for PIV 
The first step in running any of these experiments is to prepare the system for PIV. 
Assuming the system is completely depressurized to start and with the quarter-turn valve (V5) and 
bottom ball valve (V2) open, the pressure vessel should be slowly pressurized to raise the water 
level to the viewport while keeping the gas space at atmospheric pressure. At the bottom of the 
viewport, there is another quarter-turn valve and a Luer-lock fitting. A syringe containing a 
suspension of polyamide particles in DI water can be used to directly inject seed particles into the 
liquid phase near the boundary. Polyamide is neutrally buoyant in water, so it is not necessary or 




connected to plastic tubing leading into a plastic bin which has an opening at the bottom. The fog 
machine outlet faces directly into the bin. At this point, the bin is filled with fog, then the pressure 
vessel is depressurized. This causes the water level in the test pipe to drop, behaving like the 
plunger of a syringe and drawing in fog from the bin through valve V5. The water level can then 
be raised again. At this point, the viewport will allow the experimenter to see the water interface, 
fog particles, and polyamide particles. The laser and camera lens are then focused as necessary 
and the camera settings are changed via PFV until seed particles of both phases are easily visible 
and crisp. 
2.3.2. Blowdown Experiment 
When preparing PIV for the blowdown experiment, valve V5 is closed before raising the 
water level back to the viewport after seeding. The tank is pressurized from the nitrogen cylinders 
by opening valve V3 while controlling the nitrogen flow with the pressure regulator. Whenever 
the water level rises above the viewport, the water level is pushed back down by closing V3 and 
opening V4. V4 only needs to be open for a moment to push the water level down by a couple feet. 
Not allowing the water level to go too high keeps the fog near the water level and improves the 
prospects of successful PIV measurements.  
After the desired tank pressure is reached, the water level will likely be below the viewport. 
To finish setting the experiment condition, V3 and V4 are closed and then V5 is carefully opened 
to release small increments of air. As air is released through V5, the water level in the test pipe 
rises. After the level is set, the laser and camera are turned on. In the Photron PFV software, the 
framerate, resolution, and shutter speed are adjusted to a setting that makes the seeding particles 
in both phases visible. If both phases are seeded densely, it takes a few minutes for particles to 




Ear protection is required for this experiment, as the blowdown makes a loud and sustained 
sound. The blowdown experiment is initiated by sending a 120VAC signal to the VAX valve 
solenoid. This is done through the user interface prepared in LabVIEW and a NI9482 
electromechanical relay module. The LabVIEW VI cannot be synchronized with the Photron PFV 
software, so it is necessary to begin recording high-speed video immediately prior to opening the 
three-way valve. This results in some ambiguity in synchronizing the data taken from the video 
and from the pressure transducers which is resolved in post-processing. Data recording is stopped 
when the pressure appears to be stable. This occurs after about 15 seconds and coincides with the 
end of hearing nitrogen rush out of the pressure vessel.  
The sound from the experiment is constant over the first few seconds and then gets a 
whistling quality to it before then winding down in loudness. This suggests that flow out of the 
pressure vessel is choked at the start of the transient. These audible clues to the stage of the 
experiment may also be used to choose an earlier stopping point when recording data, which may 
be desirable to make smaller data files. 
2.3.3. Pressure Surge Experiment 
For the pressure surge experiment, valve V5 is left open when raising the water level at the 
end of preparing PIV. This keeps the gas space at atmospheric pressure and speeds up this step. 
Once the water level is at the desired position, valves V5 and V2 are closed. With valve V2 closed, 
the pressure vessel is set to the desired pressure by opening valve V3 just like in the blowdown 
experiment. Valve V2 begins closed in the pressure surge experiment, so there is no need to 
manage the water level in the pipe as the pressure vessel is pressurized. 
The pressure surge experiment procedure differs notably from the blowdown experiment 




valve opening speed does not have a notable impact on the phenomena being measured in this 
experiment. In this experiment, high speed video recording begins and then the ball valve beneath 
the pressure vessel is quickly opened. With these two steps occurring in rapid succession, the 
experiment requires two people present to coordinate initiating the measurements and transient. 
This transient is much quieter than the blowdown experiment because the facility is never opened 
to the environment, so once the transient starts the only sound is that of water rushing through a 
pipe. 
This experiment was devised after the blowdown experiment to provide three distinct 
advantages: 
1) The transient created by the pressure surge is significantly faster and more extreme than 
that created by blowdown, 
2) Because no gas is lost from the pressure vessel, the experiment can be reset exactly by 
lowering the water level to the viewport, closing valve V2, and then depressurizing the test 
pipe, and 
3) This experiment does not require opening any part of the facility to the environment, so 
there is no need for ear protection or coordinating with nearby labs. 
2.3.4. Data Post-Processing 
Data from both the blowdown and pressure surge is analyzed in the same manner. Pressure 
data are simply saved from LabVIEW as a text file, but high-speed video needs additional analysis 
to record raw data. Photron PFV allows for each frame of the video to be saved to a directory as 





Figure 4  Un-edited image taken at start of experiment 
Due to the different sized particles and different behavior of each phase, it is helpful to 
mask frames to effectively create two videos, one that only shows the liquid phase and one that 
only shows the gas phase. The masked images are created with a Python script that checks the 
average brightness of each row of pixels to detect the relatively bright air-water interface and mask 
above or below as requested. Examples of these masked frames are pictured in Figure 5. 
  




Masked frames can then be imported to Dantec DynamicStudio. While importing frames, 
the pixel-to-pixel length and the framerate are specified; these parameters are vital to determining 
velocities. It should be noted that no routines are run to de-warp images, despite video being taken 
across a curved glass surface containing water. This may seem like an oversight, but when focused 
to this extent there is a negligible amount of distortion along the axial direction of the viewport 
and any flow behavior that may appear in the radial directions is not of interest. Masked images 
may be analyzed independently by the “Analytical PIV” routine and the “Universal Outlier 
Detection” routine. This allows for CSV files to be saved which describe the velocities of each 
phase while also filtering out outliers. 
The viewport is small, which causes laser light to be noticeably refracted. Due to 
unavoidable laser light refraction, the laser sheet is thinner where it enters the viewport than where 
it exits. The main consequence of this is that data close to where the laser sheet exits the viewport 
may be less accurate than data taken where the laser sheet enters the viewport. It is often beneficial 
to limit the PIV analysis to the more accurate region. 
The CSV files generated by Dantec DynamicStudio are analyzed with a MATLAB script. 
Each CSV file corresponds to a point in time and the vertical and horizontal velocities are averaged 
into two values. The average vertical velocity is the value of interest in this experiment, while the 
average horizontal velocity is expected to always be near zero and used to check that this 
expectation is met. The masked files are also analyzed with this script to deduce the water level. 
A separate MATLAB script is used to analyze the data from the pressure transducers and 
flowmeter. The values are already recorded in terms of their appropriate units through LabVIEW, 
so the script primarily reads files so the data can be manipulated and presented. Differences are 




surge line. In the case of the blowdown experiments, the pressure transducers in the gas region 
show a small bias. This bias seems to be related to being left in a high-pressure environment, as 
the bias does not appear in the pressure surge case. It is known that the pressure difference is zero 
once the water level drops below the viewport, which can be used as a simple correction to the 
bias. While this aids analysis of the initial, rapid transient, the magnitude of the long-term pressure 
is skewed as the lower pressures cause the bias to correct itself. A more rigorous correction could 
potentially be implemented to correct over the longer-term transient as well, but this is not 
necessary for this work. 
The PIV data are recorded independently from the pressure and flowrate data, so the data 
are synchronized in post-processing to make direct comparisons. By estimating the rate of change 
of the water level, the moment at which the level appears to start changing is set to the same time 
that the pressure change across the viewport begins to change. 
 
2.4. RELAP5 MODELING 
As stated earlier, these experiments are conducted to identify interesting phenomena for 
modeling efforts in nuclear thermal hydraulics and provide a proof of concept for further 
experimentation. To this end, a RELAP5 model of the experiment serves two purposes: it informs 
decisions made in the design of the facility and helps to draw conclusions regarding unexpected 
behavior. Examples of the RELAP5 input deck used for the blowdown and pressure surge 
experiment are shown in the appendix. 
The RELAP5 simulations offer useful insight to the effectiveness of this new experimental 




is required to show that the results are also accurate. The experimental method developed in this 
work may be recommended with greater confidence by using RELAP5 simulations to select test 
cases and comparing those simulations against the experimental results. 
2.4.1. RELAP5 Background 
RELAP5 is a legacy code widely used across industry, academia, and government agencies 
for safety analysis and licensing of nuclear power plants. RELAP5 uses a six-equation model to 
describe momentum, heat, and mass transfer behavior across two phases in a thermal hydraulic 
system. This tool has been useful for decades for accurate or conservative estimation of the 
behavior of thermal hydraulic systems. Improvements have been made gradually to improve 
accuracy and allow less conservative systems to be designed with the same standard of safety. 
While RELAP5 is reliable, these continued improvements show that there is room for system code 
developers to improve upon or add to the models currently used. Due to the assumptions made in 
RELAP5 regarding phase interfaces, such as the assumption that the pressures of liquid and gas 
phases are in equilibrium even during fast transients, interesting phenomena observed in these 
experiments may not be captured well in RELAP5, though macroscopic behavior would be 
expected to be simulated well.  
2.4.2. Blowdown Experiment Model 
The experiment is modelled in RELAP5 mod 3.3 without any special options specified. 
There are two fluids, nitrogen and water. To allow the model to reach an initial equilibrium, 60 
seconds are simulated while the pressure vessel is closed. This stage of the simulation is relatively 
steady, so a large time step is set (0.1 s). At 60 s, a valve component at the top of the pressure 




convergence issues or unphysical results. To recreate this simulation for other experiments, the 
time steps may need more adjustment as this transient is not easily simulated. 
 The “room” in the experiment, that is the region at atmospheric pressure, is represented by 
a time-dependent volume set to 101325 Pa and 300 K. This region is connected to a 1”-diameter, 
11”-long pipe which is in turn connected to an end valve. The pipe is discretized to 11 one-inch 
elements. The end valve uses the partial abrupt area change model and is set with a K-loss 
coefficient of 4.2 to match what is observed in experiments. On the other end of the valve is another 
1”-diameter, 11”-long pipe of the same discretization. These components represent the outlet from 
the top of the pressure vessel. It is not necessary to model the nitrogen cylinders or any of the 
tubing used to pressurize the system, that is handled by setting the initial condition. 
 The pressure vessel is broken up into 3 components, the irregularly shaped top and bottom 
of the vessel and the cylindrical body of the vessel. The top and bottom are represented as pipe 
components that have six 4”-diameter 1”-long elements representing the constant diameter 
sections with another ten 1”-long elements of varying diameters to roughly capture the spherical 
cap shape of the ends. The top end is set to entirely contain non-condensable gas (nitrogen) and 
the bottom end entirely contains liquid water. The cylindrical body of the vessel is represented by 
a pipe component with 61 40”-diameter, 1”-long elements. The top ten elements initially contain 
non-condensable gas while the rest initially contain liquid water. The pressure and temperature 
throughout the pressure vessel and in the pipe component below the valve are set to 300 K. 
 The bottom of the pressure vessel is connected to another pipe component representing a 
reducer and elbow. Every element of this component is 1/2"-long, but with varying diameters and 
orientations. The first 5 elements are 4” in diameter, the next 7 elements taper down to 1.5” in 




set at a -90° orientation, but starting at the 32nd element of this component, the orientation gradually 
changes until the 39th component where it is set to 0°. 
 The surge line is modelled as a single pipe component with a constant 1.5”-diameter and 
60 1”-long elements. At the end, there is an 8 element elbow identical to the elbow section of the 
component beneath the pressure vessel, but with an increasing orientation from 0° to 90°. 
 Lastly, the test pipe is at the other end of the elbow. It consists of 3 1.5”-diameter pipe 
components. The first is 90”-long the second 70”-long, and the third 68”-long. Each is broken in 
to equally-sized 1” elements. The first two pipe components are set to contain liquid water while 
the third contains nitrogen. The temperature is 300 K here as well. While this discretization may 
seem excessive, the simulation struggled to converge when defined by a more coarse mesh. 
2.4.3. Pressure Surge Model 
The pressure surge model is identical to the blowdown experiment model with a couple of 
important differences. The end valve on top of the tank is not modelled; this model treats the top 
section of the pressure vessel as a closed end. The reducer and elbow component below the 
pressure vessel is split into separate reducer and elbow components with an end valve between 
them. This valve is given a K-loss coefficient of 3.0, a number arrived at by comparing to 
experimental values. During the pressure surge experiment, this valve is opened manually. For this 
reason, the end valve component used in RELAP5 is assigned a relatively slow opening speed (1 
second) compared to the automated three-way valve. Different opening speeds over a range 
considered realistic for quick, manual opening speed (0.1s to 1.0s) showed that variation in this 
opening speed would affect the results, but not by much. The result would be a slight delay in the 











CHAPTER 3: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In these experiments, there are three important measurements: pressure, flowrate, and 
particle velocities in the viewport. From these measurements, the pressure difference across the 
viewport and phase velocities can be inferred. Pressure difference is calculated by subtracting the 
pressure at the top of the viewport from the pressure at the bottom of the viewport: 
Δ𝑃 = 𝑃 − 𝑃 (1) 
Individual particle velocities are calculated by DynamicStudio PIV software, but we are interested 
in the mean velocity of each phase on either side of the phase boundary: 





where 𝑣 represents the velocity component in the axial direction provided by DynamicStudio, [𝑘] 
superscript represents an individual particle, 𝑝 subscript represents a phase, 𝑛 represents the 
number of particles being summed, and ?̅? is the average velocity in the axial direction of all 
particles considered. While these calculations are simple, the measurements to inform them are 
rigorous. 
 
3.1. BLOWDOWN EXPERIMENTS 
3.1.1. Experimental Results 
In this section, a few representative cases are discussed. The absolute pressure throughout the 
system and the flowrate in the surge line are measured directly. Consider the representative cases 





Figure 7  Pressure curves and flowrate. Initial pipe gas pressure 908.7 kPa 
 





Figure 9  Pressure curves and flowrate. Initial pipe gas pressure 873.1 kPa 
 
Figures 7 through 9 are unsurprising. The pressures start high, drop quickly upon the valve 
opening, and then drop more slowly as the tank nears atmospheric pressure. There is a slight delay 
between the transient initiation of the tank pressure and the pipe pressures, which is more 
pronounced further up the pipe. This delay, while evident visually, is difficult to quantify because 
the pressure towards the top of the pipe also shows a more gradual initial drop. This is in clear 
contrast to the transient initiation in the tank which shows a nearly discontinuous change at the 
moment of valve opening (t = 0). The tank reaches atmospheric pressure, but the pipe pressure 
stays at a slightly higher final pressure in each case. As the blowdown proceeds, all water is pushed 
out of the test pipe, leaving behind only pressurized nitrogen gas after about 9 seconds. This 




the surge line includes air. Some air is left behind as a balance against the hydrostatic pressure of 
the water in the depressurized pressure vessel, which is responsible for the higher final pressure.  
The flowmeter readings show similarly predictable behavior. Once the transient begins, 
there is a sudden rise in flowrate. As the transient proceeds, water builds up on the pressure vessel 
side and pushes back against the force of the pressurized pipe, causing oscillatory behavior. As the 
pipe is emptied, the measured flowrate drops to zero, marking the moment that air enters the 
magnetic flowmeter. Interestingly, there is a clear spike in flowrate in the moments just prior to 
air entering the flowmeter. This feature was not expected and appeared to be a non-physical result 
that may have been caused by some unexpected behavior by the flowmeter as air was just entering 
the surge line. However, this behavior is supported by the pressure readings across the surge line 
and is also predicted by RELAP5, as discussed in Section 3.1.2. While pressure transducers are 
not located directly across the surge line, the pressure transducers at the bottom of the test pipe 
and top of the pressure vessel can be used to check this behavior as shown in Figure 10. 
The spike in fluid velocity coincides with a spike in pressure change. This is likely the 
result of the air pressure beginning to enter the surge line but not yet entering the flowmeter. It 
would be reasonable to expect that this would cause a more violent pushback of water as the 










The pressures on either side of the viewport can be used to calculate the pressure drop 
across that 4”-long space. These datasets are shown in Figures 11, 12, and 13 along with 
information about the water level in view of the camera.  
 





Figure 12  Pressure change and water level change in the viewport. 885.4 kPa 
 




The datasets show expected transient behavior. The initial pressure difference is due to the 
height of water above the lower pressure transducer. As the water level drops, the pressure 
difference drops as well. 
The PIV setup also allows for the phase velocities on either side of the interface to be 
measured. This can be compared directly to the water level, which is demonstrated in Figure 14. 
         
Figure 14  PIV results. Left, 918.7 kPa. Mid, 885.4 kPa. Right, 912.4 kPa. 
 
PIV data show very little separation between the liquid and gas velocities. In each case, the 
magnitude of the liquid velocity is calculated to be greater than the gas velocity, though the two 
are closely bound. The different media and seeding methods for each phase require them to be 




more relevant than a true overlap of the two velocity curves, and the two appear to be very closely 
related when considered in this way. 
3.1.2. Comparison to RELAP5 
 
Pressure and the flowrate data are compared with RELAP5 in Figures 15, 16, and 17. The absolute 
pressures are compared in the gas space at the top of the pipe. These comparisons are made for the 
same experiments presented in section 3.2.1. 
 





Figure 16  Pressure and flowrate comparison to RELAP5. Initial pipe pressure 885.4 kPa 
 




In all, it appears that RELAP5 predicts a slightly faster transient than is observed. The 
oscillatory behavior seen on the pressure curves shows slightly deeper dips initially than the 
measured data. This is reflected by the more violent initial oscillations in flowrate than is observed, 
though this difference may also be due to the relatively slow response time of the flowmeter failing 
to capture this feature well. The flowrate simulated by RELAP5 also peaks consistently sooner 
than the measured data. This does show that RELAP5 predicts the peak in flowrate just prior to 
gas entering the surge line. RELAP5 seems to also predict that the effect of opening the tank is felt 
in the pipe sooner than is measured, as evidenced by the slight delay seen in the pressure change 
plots. In each case, RELAP5 matches the behavior of the experiment well with three exceptions: 
1. The earliest moments of the transient show a slight instability as the pressure change 
quickly oscillates before falling in line with the expected behavior. 
2. RELAP5 predicts that the water level will drop slightly sooner than is observed. 
3. RELAP5 consistently predicts a noticeable step up in the pressure difference during the 
middle of the transient. This behavior does not match the measurements but may be 
obfuscated by the measurements not being accurate enough to resolve this behavior. 
3.2. PRESSURE SURGE EXPERIMENTS 
3.2.1. Experimental Data 
Rapid pressurization of the pipe produces an altogether different transient with a much faster 
pressure change over a more extreme range of pressures. Consider a representative low-pressure 





Figure 18  Pressure surge experiment, initial tank pressure 207.8 kPa 
  





Figure 20  Pressure surge experiment, initial tank pressure 389.6 kPa 
These datasets show a much faster transient than the blowdown experiment. While the blowdown 
may result in a change in pressure of 100 kPa in about 500 ms, the pressure surge experiment 
results in a rise of as much as 1000 kPa in about 300 – 400 ms. This also shows about double the 
flow velocity, but the water in the surge line may have accelerated too quickly to be measured well 
by the magnetic flowmeter. Only the low-pressure experiment (Figure 18) seems to measure the 
flowrate well. Other experiments show very erratic measurements around the initiation of the 
experiment. 
The pressure difference across the viewport is measured here by the same method as used 
in the blowdown case. One advantage of the pressure surge experiment over the blowdown is that 
the pressure transducers begin at atmospheric pressure, so no long exposure to high pressure 
initiates a bias in the instrumentation. Short term and longer-term behavior of the pressure 





Figure 21  Pressure difference across the viewport. 207.8 kPa tank pressure. 
 





Figure 23  Pressure difference across the viewport. 389.6 kPa tank pressure 
 
These datasets suggest that there is a considerable amount of compressive force acting on 
the water in the test pipe. The viewport is 4 inches long, but the pressure difference suggests a 
sudden buildup of about 10 times that distance in head. This pressure difference also whips 
violently from positive 10 kPa to negative 10 kPa in a matter of 0.1 s. Even the low-pressure case 
shows a large spike in pressure difference, though not nearly as much as the higher-pressure cases. 
The long-term transient shows much smoother behavior as the pressure peaks dampen toward the 
hydrostatic pressure across the viewport. While the water level is measured by PIV, as shown in 
Figure 24, the faster transient initiated by this experiment does not show as obvious a relation 
between pressure difference across the region with the interface and water level. The lack of a 




applicable to this experiment or the phase pressures may be substantially out of equilibrium during 
the transient. 
  
Figure 24 Pressure difference and water level in view. 341.8 and 389.6 kPa 
 
 PIV measurements in this experiment are not always successful due to the same difficulties 
that affect the blowdown experiment. While the pressure data would suggest that the transient may 
be rapid enough to cause issues with the ill-posed formulation of RELAP5, the phase velocities 




         
Figure 25  PIV results of pressure surge. Left: 341.8 kPa. Right: 389.6 kPa.  
 
The gas phase measurement grows more unstable as the transient proceeds. Both datasets are 
clipped at the point where the gas phase velocity grows too unstable to measure reliably. Data 
show a very close agreement in both cases where this measurement was taken successfully. 
3.2.2. Comparison to RELAP5 
The pressure and flowrate data are compared to RELAP5 in the Figures 26, 27, and 28. These are 





Figure 26  Pressure, pressure change across viewport, and flowrate with RELAP5. 207.8 kPa 
 





Figure 28  Pressure, pressure change across viewport, and flowrate with RELAP5. 389.6 kPa 
 
The pressure surge case shows a striking departure from the RELAP5 model compared to 
the blowdown case. While the blowdown agreed closely with RELAP5 aside from a brief delay, 
the initial moments of this pressure transient show little agreement in terms of the pressure 
difference across the viewport. While the measured data show a smooth peak as one would expect, 
the RELAP5 model begins with considerable instability and does not show a peak in the high-
pressure cases. The simulated pressure change drops reunites with the measured data at the first 
trough. Unstable behavior is observed in the low-pressure case as well, though the result shows a 
trend much more in line with the observed behavior. In Figure 28, the RELAP5 pressure change 
across the viewport not only shows instability in the initial moments, but even a brief period 
(roughly 30 ms) where the pressure difference does not change at all. The absolute pressure of the 




similar experiments (Kaliatka and Vaisnoras, 2005). The slower transient from the low-pressure 
case shows relatively close agreement compared to the overpredicted peaks of the higher-pressure 
cases. The flowrate is more difficult to compare, as it is suspected that the flowrate is not measured 
accurately while the fluid is accelerating during the earliest stages of the transient. The low-
pressure case shows that the residual peaks may be reliable to compare, however, which would 
suggest that the simulation overpredicts the flowrate similarly to the blowdown experiment. It is 
possible that the measurement may not quite capture the magnitude of the peaks in flowrate due 
to the comparatively low measuring speed. This data would suggest that the transient of the 
pressure surge experiment is more difficult to simulate accurately while the data itself show that 




CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS 
 
4.1. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FAST TRANSIENT 
4.1.1. Blowdown Experiment 
The transient generated by the blowdown experiment was measured well and showed clear 
agreement with expected behavior. The slight mismatch between the measured and simulated 
results was not considered problematic for this work. The level of agreement supports the validity 
of this experimental procedure. Most encouragingly, the PIV and pressure data agreed closely, as 
shown by the simultaneous drop in pressure difference across the viewport and water level. It was 
also expected that the phase velocities would match closely, which was also reflected in the PIV 
data. 
After accounting for a measurement bias, the pressure difference across the viewport 
matched closely with the simulated behavior from RELAP5. This involved accurately measuring 
a pressure transient with a change of just 600 Pa over approximately 250 ms. Within this 250 ms 
period, there are 1000 measurements taken reliably and accurately. It should also be noted that the 
pressure difference measured was very small, on the order of hundreds of Pascals, and was 
measured successfully. The measurement error appeared to be approximately 50 Pa based on the 
difference between the measured and simulated data of the blowdown experiment. The low error 
is likely due to the lack of vibrations in this experiment which are accounted for in the 
manufacturer-reported error. 
The experiment was not without its shortcomings. To get this PIV data, a significant 
amount of zoom was required from the camera lens. This means that only about 18% of the 




useable data are gathered from the PIV system. As discussed previously, the pressure transducers 
developed an unexpected bias when left at high pressures. This bias is easily corrected during the 
beginning of the transient, but the natural loss of the bias as the pressure drops means that this 
correction is not valid over the long-term transient behavior. These two shortcomings should be 
considered in future experiments if measurements over a longer period than presented in this work 
are desired. 
4.1.2. Pressure Surge Experiment 
 The pressure surge experiment generated a much faster transient than the blowdown 
experiment. Over the 250 ms it took for the blowdown to cause the pressured difference across the 
viewport to drop by 0.6 kPa, the pressure surge caused this metric to rise by about 8 kPa. While 
this transient was significantly faster, the end result was that the transient is still measured well 
and agreed with expected behavior. 
 During the pressure surge, there was a sudden swing in the pressure difference across the 
viewport from positive to negative while no such swing occured in the blowdown experiment. This 
was due to the change in flow direction as the water hammer compressed the gas space, building 
up pressure until it was enough to push back against the water and reverse the flow direction. This 
effect caused oscillations that gave the opportunity to test the ability for measuring the short-term 
as well as the long-term transient, something that was not possible in the blowdown experiment 
due to the measurement bias. The pressure surge experiment showed that the bias is not present 
under lower sustained pressures and that the long-term behavior of the facility can be characterized 
accurately. While the long-term transient was not of interest in this experiment, this did improve 




 The pressure surge data agreed well with the simulation when considering the pressure of 
the gas space at the top of the test pipe. However, the simulation was not reliable for calculating 
the pressure difference across the viewport. These measurements showed that the behavior of the 
transient followed predictable behavior qualitatively, but the simulation of this phenomena can be 
complicated under faster transients. This was not considered problematic for this work because 
this is not a code validation effort. The measured and simulated behavior was similar, especially 
when considering the longer-term transient behavior. Due to the comparatively well-predicted 
slower pressure surge case and the previously discussed blowdown experiments, the data taken in 
the fast pressure surge cases was considered reliable. 
 The PIV system required the same degree of zoom in both experiments to get reliable 
results. This had the same consequence of reducing the amount of time that the PIV measurements 
can be taken. This effect was even more evident for this experiment due to the faster transient. 
This experiment also involved a flow rate that changed too quickly to be properly measured by the 
magnetic flowmeter. 
 
4.2. FUTURE WORK 
With the two experiments conducted in this work, it was shown that high fidelity measurements 
may be taken to characterize the behavior of rapid pressure transients. More work may be done to 





4.2.1. Faster Blowdown Experiment 
 In these experiments, no blowdown experiment achieved a fast enough transient to be 
particularly difficult to measure or difficult to characterize behavior across a phase boundary. A 
future blowdown experiment should be designed to produce faster pressure transients in an effort 
to quantify at which point confidence in measurements may be lost, if it may occur at all in a 
blowdown. With a facility similar to the one described in this work, a reverse of the pressure surge 
experiment can be performed at incrementally higher pipe pressures to observe at what point the 
measurements do not reflect expected behavior. That is, pressurizing the test pipe directly while 
the valve to the tank is closed and the tank is kept at atmospheric pressure, then suddenly opening 
the valve to relieve the test pipe. This transient would be much faster than what can be achieved 
by opening the one-inch valve at the top of the tank, but it may also be harder to measure and make 
the already cumbersome PIV setup unworkable in its current state. The transient would also be so 
fast as to justify replacing the manually opened valve with an automated one to improve 
repeatability. This would have the advantages of producing a faster transient, using less nitrogen 
for each experiment than the current blowdown method, eliminating the need for noise-protective 
PPE, and being easier to match closely to an initial condition in RELAP5. 
4.2.2. Larger Data Sets 
While this work focuses on producing a new type of dataset, it is far from exhaustive. Using 
this work as a proof of concept, further experimentation may be done to characterize rapid pressure 
transients over a wider array of conditions. It may be desirable to test different pipe diameters, 
higher or lower temperatures, different fluids, etc. The methodology outlined in this work should 
be informative to any such work dealing with observations across a phase boundary, especially 
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APPENDIX: RELAP5 INPUT DECKS 
Blowdown Experiment Example: 
*   MISC. CONTROL 
 *_________________________________________________________  
100 new transnt  
105 1.0 2.0 1800.0  *CPU time        
110 nitrogen air  *air nitrogen 
115 1.0 0.0  
120 103010000 0.0 h2o none 0 tpfh2onew *       
 *   
 *   TIME STEP CONTROL  
 * 
 *   tend minstep maxstep copt pfreq majed rsrtf     
200 0.0 0  
201 59.5 1.0e-5  1.0e-2  3000 50000   50000   50000 *      
202 61.2 1.0e-10 2.0e-5 3000 200 200 200 *      
  
203 70.0 1.0e-10 0.7e-4 3000 1500 1500 1500 *    
 *  
 *   MINOR EDITS     
 *__________________________________________________________    
301 time 0 *           
   
401 time 0 ge null 0 60.0 n *     
402 time 0 ge null 0 50000.0 n *        
           
 *   COMPONENTS      
 *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
*   PRESSURE BOUNDARY  
*___________________________________________________________  
1510000 pbdry tmdpvol *           
1510101 50.0 50.0 0 0.0 90.0 50.0 0.0 0 0 *      
1510200 1004 *           
  




*   JUNCTION   
*___________________________________________________________  
1520000 pb2chim sngljun  
1520101 153010001 151010001 .0005067 0.0 0.0 200 *   
1520201 0 0.0 0.0 0  
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
*  
*   TOP OF CHIMNEY   
*___________________________________________________________  
1530000 topchim pipe   
1530001 11 *     
1530101 .0005067 11 *   
1530301 0.0254 11 *   
1530601 -90.0 11 *   




1531001 10 11 *    
1531101 0 10 *      
1531201 004 101325.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11 *  
1531300 0 *    
1531301 0.0 0.0 0.0 10 *   
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
*  
*     VAX VALVE  
*___________________________________________________________  
1540000 vax valve *         
1540101 155010001 153110001 .0005067 4.2 4.2 200 *     
1540201 0 0.0 0.0 0 *          
  
1540300 endvlv *           
  
1540301 401 402 400.0 0.0 0 *          
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
*   
*     CHIMNEY BOTTOM   
*___________________________________________________________   
1550000 chimbot pipe *          
1550001 11 * 
1550101 0.0005067 11 *         
1550301 0.0254 11 *          
1550601 -90.0 11 *          
1550801 0.0003 0 11 *          
1551001 10 11 *           
1551101 0 10 *           
1551201 004 900000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11 *    
1551300 0 *            
1551301 0.0 0.0 0.0 10 *         
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
*  
*    JUNCTION  
*__________________________________________________________  
1560000 chim2tnk sngljun *      
1560101 101010001 155110001 .0005067 0.0 0.0 200 *   
1560201 0 0.0 0.0 0 *      
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 *           
 *     TANK TOP  
 *__________________________________________________________  
1010000 top pipe  * 
1010001 16 * 
1010101 0.008107 7 *  
1010102 0.159449 8 *     
1010103 0.260630 9 * 
1010104 0.358268 10 * 
1010105 0.451181 11 * 
1010106 0.540551 12 * 
1010107 0.625591 13 * 
1010108 0.706693 14 * 
1010109 0.785827 15 * 
1010110 0.856693 16 * 
1010301 0.0254 16 * 
1010601 -90.0 16 * 




1011001 10 16 *            
1011101 0 15 *     
1011201 004 900000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16 *     
1011300 0 *         
1011301 0.0 0.0 0.0 15 * 
 * 
 *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 *    JUNCTION: TOP TO BODY  
 *__________________________________________________________  
1020000 top2body sngljun * 
1020101 103010001 101160001 0.856693 0.0 0.0 200 *     
1020201 0 0.0 0.0 0 * 
 *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 * 
 *    TANK BODY   
 *__________________________________________________________  
1030000 body pipe  * 
1030001 61 * 
1030101 0.856693 61 *           
1030301 0.0254 61 *           
1030601 -90.0 61 *           
1030801 0.0003 0 61 *           
1031001 10 61 *           
1031101 0 60 *           
1031201 004 900000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10 *       
1031202 003 900000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 61 *       
1031300 0 *  
1031301 0.0 0.0 0.0 60 * 
 * 
 *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 *    JUNCTION: BODY TO BOTTOM  
 *___________________________________________________________  
1040000 body2bot sngljun  *          
1040101 105010001 103610001 0.856693 0.0 0.0 200 *     
1040201 0 0.0 0.0 0 * 
 *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 *             
 *    TANK BOTTOM    
 *___________________________________________________________  
1050000 bottom pipe  * 
1050001 9 * 
1050101 0.856693 1 * 
1050102 0.785827 2 * 
1050103 0.706693 3 * 
1050104 0.625591 4 * 
1050105 0.540551 5 * 
1050106 0.451181 6 * 
1050107 0.358268 7 * 
1050108 0.260630 8 * 
1050109 0.159449 9 * 
1050301 0.0254 9 * 
1050601 -90.0 9 *            
1050801 0.0003 0 9 * 
1051001 10 9 *            
1051101 0 8 *            
1051201 003 900000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9 *       




1051301 0.0 0.0 0.0 8 *           
 *  
 *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 *   
 *         JUNCTION: TANK TO REDUCER/ELBOW       
 *___________________________________________________________  
1060000 tank2red sngljun  * 
1060101 107010001 105090001 0.008107 0.0 0.0 200 *     
1060201 0 0.0 0.0 0 * 
 *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 * 
 *   REDUCER AND ELBOW 
 *___________________________________________________________  
1070000 redelbow pipe  * 
1070001 39 * 
1070101 .008107 5 * 
1070102 .006724 6 * 
1070103 .005470 7 * 
1070104 .004346 8 * 
1070105 .003350 9 * 
1070106 .002484 10 * 
1070107 .001748 11 * 
1070108 .001140 39 * 
1070301 .0127 39 * 
1070601 -90.0 32 * 
1070602 -77.0 33 * 
1070603 -64.0 34 * 
1070604 -51.0 35 * 
1070605 -39.0 36 * 
1070606 -26.0 37 * 
1070607 -13.0 38 * 
1070608 0.0 39 * 
1070801 0.0003 0 39 * 
1071001 10 39 * 
1071101 0 38 * 
1071201 003 900000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 39 *       
1071300 0 * 
1071301 0.0 0.0 0.0 38 * 
 *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~   
 * 
 *   JUNCTION: REDUCER/ELBOW TO SURGE      
 *___________________________________________________________  
1080000 elbo2srg sngljun  * 
1080101 109010001 107390001 .00114 0.0 0.0 200 *     
1080201 0 0.0 0.0 0 * 
 *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 * 
 *   SURGE LINE  
 *___________________________________________________________   
1090000 srgline pipe  *  
1090001 60 * 
1090101 .00114 60 * 
1090301 .0254 60 * 
1090601 0.0 60 * 
1090801 0.0003 0 60 * 
1091001 10 60 * 




1091201 003 900000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 60 *       
1091300 0 * 
1091301 0.0 0.0 0.0 59 * 
 *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 * 
 *   JUNCTION: SURGE TO ELBOW 
 *___________________________________________________________  
1100000 srg2elbo sngljun  * 
1100101 111010001 109600001 .00114 0.0 0.0 200 *     
1100201 0 0.0 0.0 0 * 
 *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 *  
 *   ELBOW  
 *___________________________________________________________  
1110000 elbow pipe  * 
1110001 8 * 
1110101 .00114 8 * 
1110301 .0127 8 * 
1110601 0.0 1 * 
1110602 13.0 2 * 
1110603 26.0 3 * 
1110604 39.0 4 *  
1110605 51.0 5 *       
1110606 64.0 6 *      
1110607 77.0 7 * 
1110608 90.0 8 * 
1110801 0.0003 0 8 * 
1111001 10 8 * 
1111101 0 7 * 
1111201 003 900000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8 *       
1111300 0 * 
1111301 0.0 0.0 0.0 7 *           
 *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~   
 *  
 *   JUNCTION 
 *___________________________________________________________  
1120000 srg2pipe sngljun  * 
1120101 113010001 111080001 .00114 0.0 0.0 200 *     
1120201 0 0.0 0.0 0 * 
 *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~   
 * 
 *   TEST PIPE   
 *___________________________________________________________  
1130000 bpipe pipe *  
1130001 90 * 
1130101 .00114 90 * 
1130301 .0254 90 * 
1130601 90.0 90 * 
1130801 0.0003 0 90 * 
1131001 10 90 * 
1131101 0 89 * 
1131201 003 900000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 90 *                     
1131300 0 *  
1131301 0.0 0.0 0.0 89 * 
1140000 junbm sngljun  * 
1140101 115010001 113900001 .00114 0.0 0.0 200 *  




1150000 mpipe pipe  *      
1150001 70 *      
1150101 .00114 70 * 
1150301 .0254 70 * 
1150601 90.0 70 * 
1150801 0.0003 0 70 * 
1151001 10 70 * 
1151101 0 69 * 
1151201 003 900000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 70 *                     
1151300 0 *             
1151301 0.0 0.0 0.0 69 * 
1160000 junmt sngljun  * 
1160101 117010001 115700001 .00114 0.0 0.0 200 *     
1160201 0 0.0 0.0 0 * 
1170000 tpipe pipe  *           
1170001 68 * 
1170101 .00114 68 * 
1170301 .0254 68 * 
1170601 90.0 68 * 
1170801 0.0003 0 68 * 
1171001 10 68 * 
1171101 0 67 * 
1171202 004 900000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 68 *       
1171300 0 * 
1171301 0.0 0.0 0.0 67 * 
 *-----------------------------------------------------------   
 *-----------------------------------------------------------   






Pressure Surge Experiment Example: 
*     MISC. CONTROL 
*_________________________________________________________  
         
100 new transnt  
105 1.0 2.0 1200.0  *CPU time (20 min)        
110 nitrogen air  *air nitrogen         
115 1.0 0.0 *  
120 103010000 0.0 h2o none 0 tpfh2onew *       
*  
*     TIME STEP CONTROL 
*  
*   tend minstep maxstep copt pfreq majed rsrtf     
201 30.0 1.0e-8  1.0e-1  3000 100   100   3000 *      
202 31.0 1.0e-8  1.0e-4  3000 100   100   25 *      
203 60.0 1.0e-8  1.0e-3  3000 100   100   300 *      
* 
*     MINOR EDITS    
*__________________________________________________________    
301 time 0 *  
401 time 0 ge null 0 30.0 n *     
402 time 0 ge null 0 1000.0 n *    
*    
*    
* 
*     COMPONENTS 
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
* 
*     TANK TOP 
*__________________________________________________________  
1010000 top pipe  * 
1010001 9 * 
1010101 0.159449 1 *           
1010102 0.260630 2 *           
1010103 0.358268 3 *           
1010104 0.451181 4 *           
1010105 0.540551 5 *           
1010106 0.625591 6 *           
1010107 0.706693 7 *           
1010108 0.785827 8 *           
1010109 0.7946 9 *           
1010301 0.0254 9 *           
1010601 -90.0 9 *            
1010801 0.0003 0 9 *           
1011001 10 9 *            
1011201 004 350000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9 *       
1011300 0 * 
1011301 0.0 0.0 0.0 8 *           
*  
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
*    JUNCTION: TOP TO BODY 
*__________________________________________________________  
1020000 top2body sngljun *          
1020101 101090001 103010001 0.7946 0.0 0.0 200 *     






*    TANK BODY 
*__________________________________________________________  
1030000 body pipe  *           
1030001 61 * 
1030101 0.7946 61 *           
1030301 0.0254 61 *           
1030601 -90.0 61 *           
1030801 0.0003 0 61 *           
1031001 10 61 *           
1031101 0 60 *           
1031201 004 350000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10 *       
1031202 003 350000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 61 *       
1031300 0 *  
1031301 0.0 0.0 0.0 60 *          
*  
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
*    JUNCTION: BODY TO BOTTOM      
*___________________________________________________________  
1040000 body2bot sngljun  *          
1040101 103610001 105010001 0.7946 0.0 0.0 200 *     
1040201 0 0.0 0.0 0 * 
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
*  
*    TANK BOTTOM 
*___________________________________________________________  
1050000 bottom pipe  * 
1050001 9 * 
1050101 0.7946 1 *           
1050102 0.785827 2 *           
1050103 0.706693 3 *           
1050104 0.625591 4 *           
1050105 0.540551 5 *           
1050106 0.451181 6 *           
1050107 0.358268 7 *           
1050108 0.260630 8 *           
1050109 0.159449 9 *           
1050301 0.0254 9 *           
1050601 -90.0 9 *            
1050801 0.0003 0 9 *           
1051001 10 9 *            
1051101 0 8 *            
1051201 003 350000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9 *       
1051300 0 *   
1051301 0.0 0.0 0.0 8 *           
*   
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
*  
*         JUNCTION: TANK TO REDUCER/ELBOW       
*___________________________________________________________  
1060000 tank2red sngljun  *          
1060101 105090001 107010001 0.008107 0.0 0.0 200 *     
1060201 0 0.0 0.0 0 * 
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
*    





1070000 red pipe  *           
1070001 19 * 
1070101 .008107 5 *           
1070102 .006724 6 *           
1070103 .005470 7 *           
1070104 .004346 8 *           
1070105 .003350 9 *           
1070106 .002484 10 *           
1070107 .001748 11 *           
1070108 .001140 19 *           
1070301 .0127 19 *   
1070601 -90.0 19 *   
1070801 0.0003 0 19 *   
1071001 10 19 *    
1071101 0 18 * 
1071201 003 350000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 19 * 
1071300 0 * 
1071301 0.0 0.0 0.0 18 * 
1210000 ballvlv valve * 
1210101 107120001 122010001 0.00114 3.0 3.0 200 * 
1210201 0 0.0 0.0 0 * 
1210300 endvlv *  
1210301 401 402 1.0 0.0 0 * 
1220000 elbo pipe * 
1220001 18 * 
1220101 .001140 18 * 
1220301 .0127 18 * 
1220601 -90.0 11 * 
1220602 -77.0 12* 
1220603 -64.0 13 *  
1220604 -51.0 14 * 
1220605 -39.0 15 *  
1220606 -26.0 16 *  
1220607 -13.0 17 * 
1220608 0.0 18 * 
1220801 0.0003 0 18 * 
1221001 10 18 * 
1221101 0 17 * 
1221201 003 101000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 18 * 
1221300 0 * 
1221301 0.0 0.0 0.0 17 *     
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~   
* 
*   JUNCTION: REDUCER/ELBOW TO SURGE      
*___________________________________________________________  
1080000 elbo2srg sngljun  *       
1080101 122180001 109010001 .00114 0.0 0.0 200 * 
1080201 0 0.0 0.0 0 * 
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
* 
*   SURGE LINE 
*___________________________________________________________   
1090000 srgline pipe  * 
1090001 60 * 
1090101 .00114 60 * 




1090601 0.0 60 * 
1090801 0.0003 0 60 * 
1091001 10 60 * 
1091101 0 59 * 
1091201 003 101000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 60 * 
1091300 0 * 
1091301 0.0 0.0 0.0 59 *        
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
* 
*   JUNCTION: SURGE TO ELBOW       
*___________________________________________________________  
1100000 srg2elbo sngljun  *        
1100101 109600001 111010001 .00114 0.0 0.0 200 *  
1100201 0 0.0 0.0 0 *  
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
* 
*   ELBOW 
*___________________________________________________________  
1110000 elbow pipe  * 
1110001 8 * 
1110101 .00114 8 * 
1110301 .0127 8 * 
1110601 0.0 1 * 
1110602 13.0 2 * 
1110603 26.0 3 * 
1110604 39.0 4 * 
1110605 51.0 5 * 
1110606 64.0 6 * 
1110607 77.0 7 * 
1110608 90.0 8 * 
1110801 0.0003 0 8 *  
1111001 10 8 * 
1111101 0 7 * 
1111201 003 101000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8 * 
1111300 0 * 
1111301 0.0 0.0 0.0 7 *           
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~   
* 
*   JUNCTION 
*___________________________________________________________  
1120000 ruptdisc sngljun  *          
1120101 111080001 113010001 .00114 0.0 0.0 200 *     
1120201 0 0.0 0.0 0 * 
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~   
* 
*   TEST PIPE 
*___________________________________________________________  
1130000 bpipe pipe  * 
1130001 90 * 
1130101 .00114 90 * 
1130301 .0254 90 * 
1130601 90.0 90 * 
1130801 0.0003 0 90 * 
1131001 10 90 * 
1131101 0 89 * 
1131201 003 101000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 90 * 




1131301 0.0 0.0 0.0 89 * 
1140000 junbm sngljun  *       
1140101 115010001 113900001 .00114 0.0 0.0 200 *  
1140201 0 0.0 0.0 0 * 
1150000 mpipe pipe  * 
1150001 70 * 
1150101 .00114 70 * 
1150301 .0254 70 * 
1150601 90.0 70 * 
1150801 0.0003 0 70 * 
1151001 10 70 * 
1151101 0 69 * 
1151201 003 101000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 70 * 
1151300 0 * 
1151301 0.0 0.0 0.0 69 * 
1160000 junmt sngljun  *       
1160101 117010001 115700001 .00114 0.0 0.0 200 *  
1160201 0 0.0 0.0 0 * 
1170000 tpipe pipe  *           
1170001 68 * 
1170101 .00114 68 * 
1170301 .0254 68 * 
1170601 90.0 68 * 
1170801 0.0003 0 68 * 
1171001 10 68 * 
1171101 0 67 * 
1171202 004 101000.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 68 *       
1171300 0 * 
1171301 0.0 0.0 0.0 67 *          
*   
*-----------------------------------------------------------   
*-----------------------------------------------------------   
*   TERMINATE 
.  
